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ABSTRACT 

 
 
Background and Aims: Executive dysfunction is pervasive in substance-dependent 

individuals (Verdejo-García, Bechara, Recknor, & Perez-Garcia, 2006). As many as four-

fifths of individuals in treatment for substance use disorders (SUDs) have co-existing 

lifetime psychopathology. Executive function deficits are tied to markers of decreased 

quality of life including increases in negative life events (Green, Kern, Braff, & Mintz, 

2000), maladaptive social functioning (Kurtz, Moberg, Ragland, Gur, & Gur, 2005) and 

worsened treatment outcomes (Czuchry & Dansereau, 2003). Despite evidence of 

executive dysfunction across several mental disorders, few studies investigate how the 

co-occurrence of psychopathologies in SUDs impacts executive functioning.  

Methods: Here, we compare measures of executive function (i.e., the Iowa Gambling 

Test, Letter Number Sequencing Test, Stroop Test, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, 

Continuous Performance Test, Towers Test, and Delay Discounting Test) in individuals 

with a) substance use disorder, b) substance use disorder and co-occurring major 

depressive disorder, c) substance use disorder and co-occurring antisocial personality 

disorder, d) substance use disorder and co-occurring major depressive disorder and 

antisocial personality disorder and e) no substance use disorder or co-occurring 

psychopathology. 

Results: Regression models of respective executive function measure outcomes as a 

function of education, income, age, and group membership indicated that the Delay 
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Discounting Test and Continuous Performance Test were the only significant overall 

models (F(4, 313) = 12.699, p < 0.001 and F(4, 307) = 2.659, p = 0.033, respectively).  

Conclusions: Overall the Delay Discounting Test and Continuous Performance Test 

were the most sensitive to differences between substance use and psychopathology 

profiles assessed.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Executive functioning is a broad term that encompasses a range of cognitive 

processes involved in goal-oriented future planning and behavior. On a behavioral level, 

executive function includes behaviors demonstrated through planning, organization, 

inhibitory control, working memory, organizational skills, and cognitive flexibility 

(Robbins, Weinberger, Taylor, & Morris, 1996). One conceptualization of executive 

function is that it includes the following three measurable groups (Barkley, 1997; 

Cicerone et al., 2005): 1) Cross Temporal Organization of Behavior, 2) Emotional and 

Activation Self-Regulation, and 3) Metacognitive Processes. This tripartite 

conceptualization of executive function offers a theoretical model with which to evaluate 

aspects of executive dysfunctions in SUDs and psychopathology (for more 

comprehensive review see Bickel, Jarmolowicz, Mueller, Gatchalian, & McClure, 2012). 

Behaviorally, Cross Temporal Organization of Behavior is characterized by executive 

functions that organize behaviors across time to allow for better planning of future 

circumstances. Cross Temporal Organization of Behavior is composed of interrelated 

processes including cognitive flexibility, cognitive inhibition, planning, future valuation, 

working memory, and attention. Figure 1 shows behavioral measures used to gauge 

components of the Cross Temporal Organization of Behavior domain of executive 

function. The Emotional and Activation Self-Regulation domain of executive function 

involves two components, the processing of emotion-relevant information and initiating 

and then maintaining goal-directed behaviors. Figure 2 shows a behavioral measure (i.e., 

the Iowa Gambling Test) used to assess Emotional and Activation Self-Regulation. 

Lastly, Metacognitive Processes include social cognition and insight. Metacognitive 
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Processes are complex and generally measured with self- and other-report questionnaire 

measures.  

On a neural level, executive function is associated with the frontal lobes (Miyake 

et al., 2000), more specifically, executive processes (e.g., integration of sensations, 

perceptions, memories, and planning) are embodied in the prefrontal cortex (Collette et 

al., 2005; Robbins et al., 1996). The Cross Temporal Organization of Behavior is largely 

associated with the anterior cingulate cortex, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal 

cortex, and the limbically located hippocampus (Ballard & Knutson, 2009; McClure, 

Laibson, Loewenstein, & Cohen, 2004). Emotional and Activation Self-Regulation is 

broadly associated with the ventral medial prefrontal cortex (Antoine Bechara, 2004), 

dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (Boggio et al., 2010), and the limbically located amygdala 

(Ochsner & Gross, 2005). Metacognitive Processes are associated with several diffuse 

brain regions including the anterior cingulate cortex (Craig, 2009; Hester, Nestor, & 

Garavan, 2009), medial prefrontal cortex, right superior temporal gyrus, left temporal 

parietal junction, left somatosensory cortex, and the right dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex 

(Germine, Garrido, Bruce, & Hooker, 2011; van den Bos, van Dijk, Westenberg, 

Rombouts, & Crone, 2011). The wide spread of brain regions associated with 

Metacognitive Processes is not surprising given the complexities of its function. Overall, 

the neural substrates of executive function are primarily located in the frontal and 

prefrontal cortices and indicate a degree of overlap not surprising of such complex and 

interplaying processes.  

Executive Function, Mental Health Disorders, and SUDs 
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Deficits in executive function are linked to several undesirable outcomes 

including negative life events (Green et al., 2000), maladaptive social functioning (Kurtz 

et al., 2005), and poor treatment outcomes (Czuchry & Dansereau, 2003). Executive 

dysfunction is observed across a breadth of mental health disorders including attention-

deficit hyperactive disorder (Happé, Booth, Charlton, & Hughes, 2006), antisocial 

personality disorder (APD; Blair, 2001; Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000), bipolar disorder 

(Mur et al., 2007), major depressive disorder  (MDD; Fossati et al., 2002), posttraumatic 

stress disorder (Leskin & White, 2007), and schizophrenia (Green et al., 2000). Among 

the ties between mental health problems and executive dysfunction, perhaps the strongest 

link is between executive function and SUDs. Drugs of abuse may exacerbate deficits 

ranging from diffuse effects of drug use (e.g., neurocognitive effects) to injury associated 

with excessive intake (e.g., Korsakoff’s syndrome). The neurocognitive deficits due to 

SUDs are evident across several measures of executive function, indicating that executive 

dysfunction is a primary problem within addiction biology. See Figure 3 for flowchart of 

pathways to executive dysfunction in substance using populations.  

Executive function deficits in SUDs are of particular importance, as they relate to 

understanding poor treatment outcomes and high rates of relapse. The prevalence of 

executive function impairments in SUDs may provide an explanation for high rates of 

treatment failure. Diminished executive function may interfere with treatment seeking 

individual’s ability to assimilate and participate in treatment (Verdejo-Garcia, Lopez-

Torrecillas, Gimenez, & Perez-Garcia, 2004). Moreover, difficulty in planning may 

render aspects of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) inaccessible to patients, a lack of 

cognitive flexibility may make it difficult to implement new modes of behaving, and 
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lapses of memory may prevent patients from implementing CBT strategies causing 

failure to obtain key skills for recovery (Lundqvist, 1995; Verdejo-Garcia, Lopez-

Torrecillas, Aguilar de Arcos, & Perez-Garcia, 2005).  

Importantly, executive function deficits are associated with many varieties of 

substance abuse and dependence. For example, between 50% and 80% of individuals 

with alcohol disorders experience mild to severe neurocognitive impairments (Bates, 

Pawlak, Tonigan, & Buckman, 2006). Similarly, estimates of executive dysfunction are 

evident in studies of cocaine and methamphetamine dependence (Aharonovich et al., 

2006; Gonzalez et al., 2004), suggesting that cognitive impairments are seen across 

several different substances of addiction including both stimulants (e.g., cocaine and 

methamphetamine) and depressants (e.g., alcohol). Executive function deficits are 

multidimensional, as such, observed dysfunction may take various forms.  

 Several studies support the relationship of neuropsychological impairments and 

poor treatment outcomes. Of particular notability, Project-Match, an exceptionally large 

and comprehensive study (N=1,726), found that neuropsychological impairment led to 

less treatment compliance and lower self-efficacy in problem drinkers and more 

proximally predicted drinking behaviors. These analyses suggested that patients with and 

without cognitive impairments have different pathways of recovery (Bates et al., 2006). 

Furthermore, the Project-Match findings are similar to other reports where 

neuropsychological impairment was related to greater attrition, violations of clinic rules, 

and poor treatment outcomes (Aharonovich et al., 2006; Aharonovich, Nunes, & Hasin, 

2003; Fals-Stewart & Schafer, 1992; Fals-Stewart, Schafer, Lucente, Rustine, & Brown, 

1994; Teichner, Horner, Roitzsch, Herron, & Thevos, 2002). In addition, Fishbein et al. 
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(2006) demonstrated a positive relationship between executive functioning and ability to 

respond to prevention strategies, furthermore, Hall, Elias, and Crossley (2006) reported 

that decreased executive function was positively associated with health risk behavior and 

negatively associated with health protective behaviors. These and other findings have led 

Bates et al. (2004) to conclude that addiction treatments need to be modified or 

developed to facilitate neurocognitive rehabilitation as it may be an important aspect of 

recovery.  

 In sum, the association between SUDs and executive function deficits and 

between executive function deficits and reduced treatment outcomes indicates a need for 

greater understanding of neurocognitive deficits in substance-dependent populations so as 

to move towards the development of more effective treatment interventions. 

Characterizing profiles of executive dysfunction is of clinical import in order to modify 

treatments to ameliorate deficits.  

Comorbid Psychopathology and SUDs 

 Identifying deficits within individual disorders is necessary and in some cases 

clinically informative, however, often individuals present with co-existing disorders, 

begging the question of the impact of multimorbidity on deficits in executive function. 

The prevalence of co-occurring psychopathology and SUDs is high with as much as 78% 

of substance-dependent individuals having coexisting lifetime psychopathology and two-

thirds of substance-dependent individuals having current mental health disorders (Ross et 

al., 1988). Outside of treatment settings, the US population’s prevalence rates for 

comorbid mental health disorders in alcohol-dependent individuals is 37% and even 

higher for those with drug dependence with a prevalence rate of 53% (Regier et al., 
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1990). Rates of comorbid substance use and psychopathology are substantially above 

rates of mental health disorder in non-substance-dependent individuals (22.5%) in the US 

(Regier et al., 1990).  

 Mental health problems are more common in substance-dependent individuals 

than the non-dependent population (Farrell et al., 2001), furthermore, some 

psychopathologies co-occur more than others. In a large study of over 6,300 alcohol- and 

drug-dependent individuals, 44% had co-occurring MDD (Miller, Klamen, Hoffmann, & 

Flaherty, 1996). The high comorbidity of MDD in substance-dependent individuals may 

be due to several reasons including that MDD may be caused by a common etiological 

factor that also leads to SUDs. Conversely, MDD may result from SUDs (Swendsen & 

Merikangas, 2000). Regardless, the possibility exists that SUDs with co-occurring MDD 

may constitute a subtype of SUDs that necessitates different or additional treatment 

approaches.  

APD, a diagnosis characterized by longstanding disregard for other’s rights and 

often associated with lack of empathy and callous acts toward others (Meloy, 1995), is 

also notable given its high rate of co-occurrence is SUDs. In a study of 716 opioid-

dependent individuals (Brooner, King, Kidorf, Schmidt Jr, & Bigelow, 1997), the top two 

psychiatric disorders were APD (25.1%) and MDD (15.8%). The high rate of co-

occurrence of both APD and MDD suggests that these disorders are of particular 

importance to SUDs. A better understanding of the impact of comorbidities may inform 

assessment, treatment, and relapse prevention (Merikangas et al., 1998). Below we will 

consider the implications of MDD and APD on various measures of executive function.  

Executive Function in APD 
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APD is associated with executive function deficits irrespective of SUDs. A meta-

analysis of 39 studies of executive function measures and antisocial behaviors indicated a 

moderate to large effect of .62 suggesting that behavioral executive function measures, 

such as the Stroop Test and Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, differentiate between antisocial 

and control groups (Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000). However, conflicting reports and failure 

to find differences between individuals with APD and healthy controls are also reported 

in the literature (Hiatt, Schmitt, & Newman, 2004; Mol, Van Den Bos, Derks, & Egger, 

2009; Salnaitis, Baker, Holland, & Welsh, 2011; Vassileva, Gonzalez, Bechara, & 

Martin, 2007). 

On a behavioral level, APD has been studied with several measures of executive 

function. On the Iowa Gambling Test, decision-making is more impaired in combined 

substance users and APD than substance users alone indicating an additive affect of 

comorbidity on this domain of executive function (Dom, De Wilde, Hulstijn, Van Den 

Brink, & Sabbe, 2006; Miranda Jr, MacKillop, Meyerson, Justus, & Lovallo, 2009). 

Similarly, combined SUDs and APD compared to SUDs alone was associated with 

impaired but also different patterns of non-optimal decision-making on the Iowa 

Gambling Test (Mellentin, Skøt, Teasdale, & Habekost, 2013). However, contrary 

findings of APD combined with drug use increasing performance on the Iowa Gambling 

Test have also been reported (Vassileva et al., 2007). On the Stroop Test, individuals with 

APD performed worse than non-affected controls (Schiffer et al., 2014; Vassileva et al., 

2007). On the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, some report significant increases in 

perseveration errors in individuals with APD compared to controls (Oscar-Berman et al., 

2009), whereas others did not find differences (Mol et al., 2009). On the Continuous 
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Performance Test, evidence of increased commission errors, an indicator of impulsivity, 

have been documented both in APD alone (Swann, Lijffijt, Lane, Steinberg, & Moeller, 

2009) and in comorbid APD and mood disorders (Swann, Lijffijt, Lane, Steinberg, & 

Moeller, 2011). With regard to the Delay Discounting Test and APD, evidence is 

conflicting. In one study looking at measures of impulsivity in treatment seeking 

individuals with SUDs and APD, delay discounting was not observed to differ between 

SUDs with and without APD (Sargeant, Bornovalova, Trotman, Fishman, & Lejuez, 

2012). However, in an earlier study looking at healthy controls, SUDs alone, and SUDs 

with APD, discounting was found to vary systematically with the SUDs group 

discounting more than healthy controls. In addition, the SUDs with APD group 

discounted more than the SUDs group alone (Petry, 2002). Overall, behavioral evidence 

of executive function deficits in APD are seen across measures.  

On a neural level, the executive function deficits observed in individuals with 

APD may be a result of atypical functioning in subregions of the prefrontal cortex 

including the orbitofrontal cortex and ventral medial prefrontal cortex. These regions are 

largely implicated in emotion and reward or punishment processing (Dinn & Harris, 

2000; Lapierre, Braun, & Hodgins, 1995). In a functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) study of individuals with APD compared to individuals with SUDs, prefrontal 

gray matter volume was found to be 13.9% less in the APD group (Raine, Lencz, Bihrle, 

LaCasse, & Colletti, 2000). These results present the possibility that executive function 

deficits observed behaviorally in individuals with APD may arise from brain regions 

associated with the prefrontal cortex and that the volumetric differences in prefrontal gray 

matter may be a causal or resulting indicator of behavioral deficits (Schiffer et al., 2014). 
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Brain regions implicated in executive function deficits in APD such as the orbitofrontal 

cortex and ventral medial prefrontal cortex share overlap with brain regions associated 

with the Cross Temporal Organization of Behavior and Emotional and Activation Self-

Regulation. Moreover, the orbitofrontal cortex is implicated in APD and all three 

executive function components discussed above.  

Executive Function in MDD 

Executive function deficits in MDD have been an area of interest over the past 

several decades. In two meta-analyses of executive function measures in MDD compared 

to controls, individuals with MDD performed significantly worse on measures including 

the Continuous Performance Test, the Stroop Test, the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, and 

the Iowa Gambling Test with effect sizes ranging from 0.32 to 0.97 (Lim et al., 2013; 

Snyder, 2013). Furthermore, a review of executive functioning of individuals with MDD 

supported a broad spectrum of executive function deficits including cognitive inhibition, 

problem solving, planning, and cognitive flexibility (Fossati et al., 2002). However, 

contrasting reports have also failed to find differences between control and MDD 

performance (Daniel et al., 2013; Smitherman, Huerkamp, Miller, Houle, & O’Jile, 2007; 

Westheide et al., 2007). 

Behavioral reports of varying executive function measures indicate broad 

evidence of impairment in participants with MDD. Decision-making impairments on the 

Iowa Gambling Test have been observed among individuals with MDD (Must et al., 

2006), however, remitted MDD patients revealed normal performance on the Iowa 

Gambling Test (Westheide et al., 2007). On the Stroop Test there are reports of 

significant differences in cognitive inhibition in MDD patients compared to controls 
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(Hammar et al., 2010; Kertzman et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2006), however, in other 

reports MDD patients did not differ from controls (Daniel et al., 2013). Individuals with 

MDD performed significantly worse on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test than controls 

indicating impairments in executive function domains such as cognitive flexibility 

(Channon, 1996; Merriam, Thase, Haas, Keshavan, & Sweeney, 1999; Ottowitz, Tondo, 

Dougherty, & Savage, 2002; Zhang et al., 2014). Moreover, participants with remitted 

MDD also performed worse on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Daniel et al., 2013). A 

study looking at the Letter-Number Sequencing Test did not find significant differences 

in depressed populations (Smitherman et al., 2007), whereas, MDD patients, both with 

active and remitted depression, performed significantly worse on the Tower Test (Elliott 

et al., 1997; Van Tol et al., 2011). On a Continuous Performance Test, adolescents with 

MDD were observed to perform worse than healthy controls on measures of inattention 

and impulsivity (Han et al., 2012). With regard to the Delay Discounting Test decreased 

valuation of future rewards was observed in individuals with MDD (Pulcu et al., 2013). 

Pulcu et al. (2013) found that individuals with current MDD discounted significantly 

more than healthy controls for large delayed rewards (i.e., 75-85 euros) but not for small 

(i.e., 25-35 euros) or medium (i.e., 50-60 euros) delayed rewards. Overall, behavioral 

deficits in participants with MDD have been found across many measures of executive 

function. 

On a neural level, a review of neuropsychological and imaging studies of 

executive dysfunction in individuals with MDD supported abnormal functioning of the 

anterior cingulate cortex and tentative support for atypical activation in the dorsal lateral 

prefrontal cortex in depression (Rogers et al., 2004). As discussed above, the anterior 
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cingulate cortex and dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex are implicated in the Cross Temporal 

Organization of Behavior and Emotional and Activation Self-Regulation components of 

executive function. The overlap in regions associated with MDD and executive function 

indicates the possibility that executive function deficits are embodied in these brain 

regions. 

Summary of Executive Function in Comorbid APD or MDD and SUDs 

Together, the majority of evidence from studies of APD and MDD indicate 

executive dysfunction in MDD and APD. Additionally, preliminary neural findings 

indicate overlap in deficits observed in MDD and APD and corresponding brain regions 

associated with components of the tripartite model of executive function, however, the 

unique roles of these brain regions are not yet well enough understood to be definitive in 

localizing disease-specific deficits. 

  In light of the high comorbidity of APD and MDD with SUDs and executive 

function deficits observed across these disorders, a pertinent question is whether various 

combinations of the disorders constitute unique subtypes of dysfunction. If so, then the 

treatment of SUDs in populations with co-occurring APD or MDD may be less effective 

than treatment of individuals with only one disorder. Indeed, subpopulations of 

substance-dependent individuals with co-occurring MDD or APD may require additional 

or modified interventions for efficacious treatment. In sum, currently limited evidence is 

available on the impact of SUDs with co-occurring APD or MDD on measures of 

executive function. Reports of executive function deficits in each of the respective 

disorders leads the authors to hypothesize that comorbid SUDs, MDD, or APD may be 

associated with greater deficits across measures of executive function than SUDs without 
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comorbidities.  

Specific Aims 

The specific aims of this study are to establish the nature of executive function 

deficits as measured by a battery of seven measures of executive function across 

diagnoses with specific interest in mental health disorders commonly co-occurring with 

substance dependence. An additional aim is to establish to what degree MDD or APD 

comorbidities with SUDs may worsen or ameliorate measures of executive function. 

More specifically, the aims of the study will: 

1. Identify if SUDs, SUDs and MDD, SUDs and APD, and SUDs in 

combination with MDD and APD predicts significantly greater impairment 

across any of the seven aforementioned measures of executive function than 

that of healthy controls (CON). 

2. Given the common comorbidity between SUDs and MDD, establish if greater 

impairments on measures of executive function are associated with SUDs with 

co-occurring MDD than with SUDs alone.  

3. Additionally, given the high prevalence of SUDs and APD, assess if SUDs 

with co-occurring APD is associated with greater impairments on measures of 

executive function than SUDs alone.  

4. Lastly, assess co-occurring MDD, APD, and SUDs to see if a combined effect 

of the two psychopathologies with SUDs results in greater impairments on 

measures of executive function than either one alone. 

Hypotheses 

 As related to the specific aims above, the hypotheses of the study are:  
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1. SUDs will be associated with significantly greater impairments on measures 

of executive function than healthy control. 

2. Co-occurring SUDs and MDD will be associated with significantly greater 

impairments on measures of executive function than SUDs without co-

occurring MDD. 

3. Co-occurring SUDs and APD will be associated with significantly greater 

impairments on measures of executive function than SUDs without co-

occurring APD.  

4. Co-occurring SUDs with APD and MDD will be associated with significantly 

greater impairments on measures of executive function than SUDs in addition 

to only one of the aforementioned psychopathologies.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
The current study is a subanalysis of a larger study that took place between 2008 

and 2013. The parent study was part of a National Institute of Drug Abuse funded project 

to look at executive function deficits and possible amelioration through working memory 

training. Based on a priori requirements for performance on the Delay Discounting Test, 

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, Tower Test, and the Continuous Performance Test, some 

participants were not invited to complete the other three measures. As such, a reduced 

subset of the sample completed the Letter-Number Sequencing Test, Iowa Gambling 

Test, and the Stroop Test. The data for the current analyses were collected as part of 

baseline measures that were later used for comparison to post-training measures.  

In the current subanalysis, 170 substance-dependent participants, 47 substance-

dependent participants with MDD, 33 substance-dependent participants with APD, 26 

substance-dependent participants with MDD and APD, and 61 control participants 

provided written consent at time of enrollment. Participants were community members 

from either the greater Roanoke Valley region of Virginia or the greater Little Rock 

metropolitan area in Arkansas and were recruited via community outreach including 

flyers, postings on social media outlets including Facebook and Craigslist, and word of 

mouth. To participate, control participants had to 1) provide written informed consent; 2) 

be at least 18 years of age; 3) not have ADHD, epilepsy, mania, psychosis, or traumatic 

brain injury; and 4) be free from any form of drug dependence and recent drug use. 

Recent substance users had to 1) provide written informed consent, 2) be at least 18 years 

of age, and 3) meet DSM-IV criteria for cocaine or methamphetamine dependence and/or 

alcohol dependence. Any individual (control or substance user) who had a history of 
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seizure disorder or head injury with loss of consciousness was disqualified from 

participation in the study. Furthermore, as part of the parent study, enrollment criteria 

were that individuals not have unmanaged psychopathology as unmanaged conditions 

might put the individual or the staff in the research lab at increased risk for adverse 

events. By the same logic, all participants were required to be in treatment if substance-

dependent or to have not used over the last three weeks.  

After consent was obtained, participants completed a form that specified their 

demographic information (indicating age, gender, race, marital status, and education). 

Breathalyzer, urinalysis and verification of current treatment were obtained for all 

participants to confirm current abstinence from alcohol and drugs including cocaine, 

opiates, marijuana, amphetamines and benzodiazepines. In addition, pregnancy tests were 

administered to all women of childbearing age to ensure no current pregnancies. 

Furthermore, the Mini Neuropsychiatric Exam (Sheehan et al., 1998) was administered to 

screen for unmanaged psychopathology. While determining managed from unmanaged 

psychopathology is not a straightforward task, the criteria of receiving therapeutic or 

medical treatment, or no longer experiencing current symptomology to constitute current 

psychopathology were used to target individuals that were not in acute psychopathologic 

states that might over estimate executive dysfunction measures. Following confirmation 

of all eligibility criteria, several executive functioning tests (described below) were 

administered in order to get a broad measure of executive function across many domains. 

Participants were compensated up to $40 for completion of consent and assessments.  

Measures  

Delay Discounting Test  
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A computer-based Delay Discounting Test was used to assess participants’ 

impulsive compared to self-controlled behavioral strategies. Participants were presented 

with hypothetical scenarios in which the extent of their discounting of a delayed “reward” 

(i.e., $1000) relative to an immediate “reward” was determined at various delays (i.e., 1 

day, 7 days, 28 days, 90 days, and 365 days). The amount of money now versus in the 

future becomes increasingly closer to the same amount until an indifference point where 

the subjective value of the reward in the future is equal to the immediate value of the 

reward.  

The indifference points are collected across delays to represent the values at 

which the immediate monetary value and the subjective monetary value at the prescribed 

delay are equally desirable. The indifference points are then fit to the following equation:   

V = A/(1+kD)       Equation 1 (Eq. 1) 

where V is the subjective value of the objective monetary amount A, to be delivered after 

some delay, D (Mazur, 1987). The free parameter k describes the slope of the hyperbolic 

function and is used as an index of the extent to which participants discount the value of 

future rewards. Taken together, higher k values indicate a tendency to devalue future 

rewards at a higher rate and this, in turn, suggests greater impulsivity. While other 

equations are also available to approximate the rate of discounting (McKerchar et al., 

2009), Eq. 1 denoted above is the most commonly used equation to model discounting 

behavior in addicted populations. For example, in a recent meta-analysis comparing 

control groups to addictive behavior groups, Eq. 1 was used in 70% of studies reviewed 

(MacKillop et al., 2011).  

Letter Number Sequencing Test 
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Letter-Number Sequencing, in both the Wechsler Memory Scale–III (Wechsler, 

1997a) and the Adult Intelligence Scales–III (Wechsler, 1997b), is a measure of working 

memory that requires the participant to sequence a combination of letters and numbers in 

a prescribed order. The participant is given a string of items, presented as a mixed 

combination of letters and numbers that they must then put in sequential order of 

numbers followed by alphabetical order of letters. The string presentation increases in 

difficulty until the participant is no longer able to correctly sequence two strings of 

equivalent difficulty. The longest string length completed before discontinuation due to 

failure to correctly respond to three strings of the same length was used as the outcome 

measure of Letter-Number Sequencing performance. 

Tower Test  

The Tower Test (Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001; Shunk, Davis, & Dean, 2006), an 

executive function test, assesses several capabilities including planning, impulse 

inhibition, rule learning, perseveration, and set maintenance. For each trial, the examiner 

arranges disks on the pegs in a predetermined starting position and presents a picture that 

illustrates a predetermined ending position. Number of moves to completion, item-

completion time, and correctness of final tower were recorded. Once the score for all 

items were collected, the sum of scores was calculated to create the overall achievement 

score that summarizes the participants overall performance on the Tower Test.   

Continuous Performance Test 

The Continuous Performance Test is a computerized measure of attention and 

impulsivity (Conner, 1995) and has relatively high correlations with self-report measures 

of impulsivity compared to other executive function measures (Duckworth & Kern, 
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2011). During the Continuous Performance Test, participants were required to press the 

appropriate key in response to any presented letter except for a target letter. Six blocks 

were presented with varying inter-stimulus intervals. Commission errors were recorded 

as an outcome measure. A commission error is a response when no target is presented. 

Elevated commission errors are indicative of high impulsivity.  

Stroop Test  

The Stroop Test (Golden, 1978) requires participants to read aloud a series of color 

names printed in black (e.g., the color red printed in black ink). Then, participants are 

asked to say the color of the ink in a series of colors names printed in the same color ink 

(e.g., the color red printed in red ink). Finally, the participants are asked to say the color 

of the ink in a series of color names printed in incongruent ink colors (e.g., the word red 

printed in blue ink). This third subtest required participants to inhibit their tendency to 

read the word and instead read the color of the ink. The test in part measures response 

inhibition but is also a measure of complex concentration, selective processing, and 

attention. Completion time for the third subset was used as the primary outcome measure.   

Iowa Gambling Test  

The Iowa Gambling Test is a computer-based test that measures decision-making, 

flexibility and sensitivity to punishment. Four identical decks were presented that, when 

chosen, produce gains or loses in hypothetical money. Decks differ in the magnitude of 

loss and gain and the net gains were used as the outcome measure. Individuals with forms 

of specific executive function deficits may be less sensitive to punishment (A. Bechara, 

Damasio, Damasio, & Anderson, 1994).   

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test  
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The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Berg, 1948; Grant & Berg, 1948; Heaton, Chelune, 

Talley, Kay, & Curtis, 1993) is largely an assessment of abstraction ability and the ability 

to shift and maintain cognitive strategies for categorization. Participants were given 128 

computerized stimulus cards individually and were required to match each card to one of 

four key cards. After each match, the computer indicated whether they were correct. The 

test requires planning, organized searching, use of environmental feedback to inform 

decisions, and restriction of impulsive responding. For the below analysis, the total 

number of perseveration errors was used as a measure to encompass executive functions 

of cognitive flexibility and attention.  

Demographic Questionnaire 

A demographic questionnaire was administered that included age, race, gender, 

marital status, educational attainment, and employment status. Assessment of relevant 

medical history included history of head injury with loss of consciousness lasting more 

than 10 minutes; history of stroke, seizure or other neurological disorder; and history of 

and treatment for alcohol or substance abuse disorders. See Appendix 1. 

Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI)  

The MINI (Sheehan et al., 1998) is a short structured diagnostic interview for 

DSM-IV psychiatric disorders. It was designed to meet the needs of being a short but 

accurate structured psychiatric interview. The MINI provides symptoms and diagnostic 

criteria for individuals on a range of disorders (e.g., major depressive disorder, post 

traumatic stress disorder, bipolar disorder, panic disorder, antisocial personality disorder). 

The modules analyzed here include MDD, APD, alcohol dependence, and primary 

substance dependence.  
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 In general, the timeframe of questions asked on the MINI are meant to assess for 

current symptomology. For example, the MDD module asks about symptoms of 

depression over the past two weeks, the APD module asks about behaviors before the age 

of 15 years old and since the age of 15 years old in order to assess for pervasive 

personality constructs. Furthermore, the alcohol and substance dependence modules ask 

about substance-using habits over the past twelve months.  See Appendix 2. While 

assessing for current symptomology, participants were excluded if they met current 

diagnostic criteria for MDD or APD but these disorders were not managed through 

therapy or medication. This exclusion criterion serves to assess functioning in a 

controlled, static point in time instead of at peak severity, which may skew results as 

more severe than usual. 

Data Analytic Plan 

Power 

 A power analysis was conducted using G*Power 3 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & 

Buchner, 2007) to determine if the available sample sizes were enough to detect a 

significant effect. The power analysis found that assuming unequal sample sizes and 

given the existing data set of 336 individuals that will be split into five groups (i.e. 

control (n = 61), substance dependent (n = 170), substance dependent with co-occurring 

depression (n = 47), substance dependent with co-occurring antisocial personality 

disorder (n = 33), and substance dependent with co-occurring depression and antisocial 

personality disorder (n = 26)) is estimated using a fixed effects, one-way ANOVA 

evaluating for 0.8 power (1-  𝛽) and found to be able to capture an effect size (F (4,322) = 

2.399, effect size 𝔣 = 0.192) on the small side of the effect size range conventions 
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established by Cohen (1992). For the purposes of this study, the existing sample size was 

determined to be adequate.  

Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics were computed for all demographic variables including: 

gender, age in years, race (white, African American, other), ethnicity (hispanic or non-

hispanic), employment status (full-time, part-time, unemployed, retired), years of 

education, and monthly income to characterize the substance-dependent and control 

individuals. Data was analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics Software (Version 21.0.0.0) 

unless otherwise noted. 

The primary research goal was to explore the interplay between various substance 

and psychopathology profiles and executive function measures. Normality of the 

residuals was assessed for each of the executive function measures to determine if 

ordinary regression assumptions were met. To address the possibility that other study 

variables might affect the association between executive function measures and the 

substance and psychopathology profiles, an exhaustive model selection routine was 

implemented to determine which covariates should be modeled alongside the executive 

function measures. In order to select covariates for the models, a Morgan-Tater model 

search was implemented which considered each of the 128 models (i.e., 27) 

corresponding to the possible permutations of the candidate variables in R (Version 3.0.2) 

using the bestglm package (McLeod & Xu, 2010) to choose between seven candidate 

covariates (i.e., age in years, monthly income, employment status (full-time, part-time, 

unemployed, retired), ethnicity, race, years of education, and gender) for the six 

executive function measure that met assumptions for normality of the residuals, which 
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included all measures except the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. A Bayesian Information 

Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) was used as a criterion to compare the models under 

consideration. The BIC was used as a metric to decide which of the available predictors 

best described each executive function measure. BIC weighs the likelihood of a candidate 

model for a given set of data and includes a penalty term for complexity, so that a model 

with fewer parameters would be chosen over a more complex version if the predictive 

ability of both models were similar. Upon obtaining the optimal BIC model for each 

executive function measure, the chosen variables were considered and a combination of 

covariates commonly occurring with individual executive function measures was chosen.  

After choosing variables to be modeled alongside the primary executive function 

measures, the bivariate relationship of each executive function measure was compared 

alongside the covariate model to the substance use and psychopathology profiles. As the 

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test did not meet assumptions for a General Linear Model 

(GLM) univariate comparison, a zero-inflated Poisson regression was used instead, 

followed by a Voung test comparison of model fit to ascertain if the alternative model 

was in fact a better fit than the usual GLM model. In the case of executive function 

measures where group means analysis revealed statistically significant relationships at the 

p < 0.05 level, simple comparisons of the five substance and psychopathology groups 

were computed.  

Finally, in an effort to clarify the relationship between the seven executive 

function measures and group membership, a classification tree was used to establish the 

measure or measures the best allocate individuals into the correct substance use and 

mental health groups. The classification tree uses a binary recursive-partitioning 
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algorithm that aims to minimize misclassification rate. At each node the algorithm 

chooses the measure that offers the best classification at that node without consideration 

of previous or subsequent nodes. Thus, the same measure can be allocated redundantly, if 

it subsequently offers the best classification. Because the classification tree makes the 

optimal decision at each node without regard to previous or subsequent nodes, this 

approach is called a “greedy algorithm.” To cross validate observed results, 10 iterations 

of a cross-validation technique were employed wherein the data was randomly split into 

10 cells. For each of the iterations, one of the ten cells was held out while the other 

remaining nine cells of data were used to construct a classification tree. Then, the held 

out cell of data was entered into the classification tree, which was used to predict group 

membership. The predicted membership was compared to the actual observed 

membership and a percentage of correct classification between predicted and observed 

was calculated.  
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RESULTS 
Descriptives 

 Descriptive statistics were computed for all demographic variables (i.e., gender, 

age, race, ethnicity, employment status, years of education, and income) to characterize 

the control (CON) group, SUDs group, combined SUDs and MDD group, combined 

SUDs and APD group, and combined SUDs, APD, and MDD group (Tables 1, 2, and 3). 

The CON group (n = 61), SUDs group (n = 170), APD/SUDs group (n = 33), 

MDD/SUDs group (n = 47), APD/MDD/SUDs group (n = 26) comprised the full sample 

(n = 336). In individual models, some participants were excluded if specific executive 

function measures were not collected due to study protocol to discontinue participants as 

soon as they did not perform at rates sought in the parent experiment for which the data 

was collected. Thus, in listwise comparisons, sample size was reduced. Of the complete 

sample of 336 participants, 322 completed the Delay Discounting Test, 327 completed 

the Tower Test, 315 completed the Continuous Performance Test, 315 completed the 

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, 227 completed the Letter-Number Sequencing Test, 225 

completed the Stroop Test, and 222 completed the Iowa Gambling Test. Of the sample, 

253 participants were male and 84 were female. Additionally, when asked what race they 

most identified with 207 participants self-identified as white, 119 identified as African-

American, two identified as Hispanic, one identified as Asian, and eight identified as 

other. Ethnically, 327 identified as Non-Hispanic and 10 as Hispanic. The mean age of 

the sample was 41.8 years old with a range of 18-70 years old.  

Preliminary Data Analyses 

 Normality of the residuals was assessed for in each executive function measure. 

Delay Discounting Test, Continuous Performance Test, and Stroop Test were 
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transformed to increase normality of the residuals. Natural log transformation was used 

for Delay Discounting Test and Continuous Performance Test and inverse transformation 

was used for the Stroop Test. See Table 4 for skew and kurtosis following 

transformations. Regression residuals from the overall models were assessed visually to 

assess normality of residuals and histograms of the distribution of the residuals are 

presented in Figure 4. Observed data for the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test indicated that 

60% of individuals did not commit any perseveration errors. As a result, no 

transformation resulted in normality of the residuals for this measure so a zero-inflated 

Poisson regression was computed for the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (See Figures 5 and 

6 for histograms of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test distribution and residuals, 

respectively).  

For each test, the top 10 models selected using the BIC are provided in Table 5. 

The BIC revealed years of education (for the Delay Discounting Test, Tower Test, Letter-

Number Sequencing Test, and Continuous Performance Test), age (for the Tower Test, 

Letter-Number Sequencing Test, Stroop Test, and Continuous Performance Test), and 

income (for the Delay Discounting Test, Letter-Number Sequencing Test and Iowa 

Gambling Test) as common covariates (See Table 6). The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test 

was not included in the BIC model selection because it did not meet assumptions of 

normality of the residuals. Since years of education, income, and age all occurred in more 

than two of the executive function test models, these three variables were selected as 

covariates for all subsequent models with the exception of analyses of the Wisconsin 

Card Sorting Test.  
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 Using the selected covariates (i.e., years of education, income, and age), models 

were generated for each of the executive function measures except the Wisconsin Card 

Sorting Test, which is discussed later. The omnibus group effects of the Delay 

Discounting Test model (F(4, 313) = 12.699, p < 0.001) and the Continuous Performance 

Test model (F(4, 307) = 2.659, p = 0.033) were statistically significant. The group effects 

of the Tower Test model (F(4, 318) = 1.446, p = 0.218), Stroop Test model (F(4, 216) = 

2.104, p = 0.081), Letter-Number Sequencing Test model (F(4, 218) = 0.544, p = 0.704), 

and Iowa Gambling Test model (F(4, 213) = 1.644, p = 0.164) were not statistically 

significant.  

 The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test did not meet assumptions for a GLM analysis, 

as 60% of participants made zero perseveration errors. A zero-inflated Poisson regression 

was employed to assess the interplay of group with number of perseveration errors. The 

regression analysis revealed that the overall model was not statistically significant 

(F(4,313) =2.400, p = 0.137). The model was also assessed including the covariates (i.e., 

age, income, and years of education) that were chosen using the BIC model selection for 

the other measures. The resulting model estimates were also not statistically significant 

(F(4, 306) = 2.401, p = 0.425). Finally, in an effort to ensure that the zero-inflated 

Poisson regression was correctly employed, a Vuong test was used to compare the zero-

inflated model with an ordinary Poisson regression model (Vuong, 1989). The Vuong test 

measures the closeness of a model to the observed data using likelihood-ratio based 

statistics. The Vuong test was statistically significant (p < 0.001) indicating that the zero-

inflated Poisson regression is a significantly better test than the null hypothesis that the 

general Poisson regression was a superior fit. See Table 7 for summary of overall models.  
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Follow up comparisons were only conducted for the outcomes that were 

significant to protect against Type I error. Simple comparisons were conducted on the 

Delay Discounting Test and the Continuous Performance Test, as they were the only 

statistically significant models, to elucidate the unique effects of group membership (See 

Figure 7 and 8 and Table 8). For the Delay Discounting Test, statistically significant 

comparisons were found between the CON and SUDs group (p < 0.001), CON and 

APD/SUDs group (p < 0.001), CON and MDD/SUDs group (p < 0.001), CON and 

APD/MDD/SUDs group (p < 0.001), SUDs and APD/MDD/SUDs group (p < 0.01), and 

MDD/SUDs and APD/MDD/SUDs group (p < 0.05). Simple comparisons of the 

Continuous Performance Test revealed that the combined APD/MDD/SUDs group 

committed significantly more commission errors than the CON group (p < 0.01), SUDs 

group (p < 0.01), combined APD/SUDs group (p < 0.05), and the combined MDD/SUDs 

group (p < 0.05). Results of the Delay Discounting Test and Continuous Performance 

Test simple comparisons are also discussed as they relate to each of the specific aims. 

Aim 1: Executive Function in SUDs and CON 

 Comparisons of SUDs group to the CON group revealed statistically significant 

differences on the Delay Discounting Test (p < 0.001) but no significant difference on the 

Continuous Performance Test (p = 0.242) (see Table 8). In addition, on the Delay 

Discounting Test, the CON group discounted significantly less than the APD/SUDs 

group (p < 0.001), MDD/SUDs group (p < 0.001), and APD/MDD/SUDs group (p < 

0.001). Furthermore, the CON group made significantly fewer commission errors than 

the combined APD/MDD/SUDs group (p < 0.01) on the Continuous Performance Test.  

Aim 2: Executive Function in combined MDD and SUDs compared to SUDs alone 
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 When comparing the MDD/SUDs group to the SUDs only group, no significant 

differences were detected on the measures for which the overall models were significant. 

On the Delay Discounting Test (p = 0.339) and the Continuous Performance Test (p = 

0.704) there was no significant difference between the SUDs group and the MDD/SUDs 

group. 

Aim 3: Executive Function in combined APD and SUDs compared to SUDs alone 

 When comparing the APD/SUDs group to the SUDs only group, no statistically 

significant differences were detected in the measures for which the overall models were 

significant. On the Delay Discounting Test (p = 0.087) and the Continuous Performance 

Test (p = 0.940) there was no significant difference between the SUDs group and the 

APD/SUDs group. 

Aim 4: Executive Function in Combined MDD, APD, and SUDs to SUDs alone 

When comparing the APD/MDD/SUDs group to the SUDs only group, a 

significant difference on the Delay Discounting Test (p < 0.01) was revealed. When 

comparing the APD/MDD/SUDs group to the APD/SUDs group, no significant 

differences were detected (p = 0.140). When comparing the APD/MDD/SUDs group to 

the MDD/SUDs group, a significant difference in delay discounting (p < 0.05) was 

detected. On the Continuous Performance Test the combined APD/MDD/SUDs group 

made significantly more commission errors than the SUDs alone group (p < 0.01), 

APD/SUDs group (p < 0.05), and MDD/SUDs group (p < 0.05).  

Supplemental Analyses  

In an effort to better elucidate the interplay of different measures of executive 

function as they relate to distinguishing between different profiles of psychopathology we 
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used a machine learning technique to create a classification tree of the observed data. The 

branches of the tree represent a set of decision rules with each participant beginning at 

the top and moving through decision rules until they reach a terminal node. Each terminal 

node is associated with one of the classification outcomes into the substance use and 

psychopathology profiles. As such, when as given participant’s data follows the decision 

rules, there is no reason that a different rule from the same measure (e.g., a different rate 

of discounting on the Delay Discounting Test) would be excluded if that rule offered the 

best classification at the subsequent node. As seen in Figure 9, the Delay Discounting 

Test outperformed all other measures to be selected as the first node used to classify 

group membership. Furthermore, the Delay Discounting Test alone correctly classified 

56.81% of cases to the correct group as compared to the overall correct assignment of 

69.48% when all executive measures are considered, indicating that using additional 

executive function measures resulted in a classification gain of 12.67%. In addition, all 

10-fold cross-validation trees also selected the Delay Discounting Test as the first split 

node indicating that the Delay Discounting Test reliably provides the best individual 

classification. Furthermore, the 10-fold cross-validation procedure revealed that the mean 

predicted outcome from the heldout cell compared to the mean actual classification rate 

of the heldout cell was 43.1%. Expectedly, the heldout cell rate of correct predicted 

classification was lower than the mean in-sample classification rate of 69.8% (See Table 

9 and Figure 10). The predicted classification compared to the actual correct 

classification of the heldout cell is greater than the classification rate predicted by chance 

(20%).  
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DISCUSSION 
The goal of this study was to look at the effects of different facets of executive function 

on SUDs with co-occurring MDD and/or APD. We found increased executive function 

deficits in combined substance use and psychopathology profiles on executive function 

measures of impulsivity. Specifically, we observed significant differences in executive 

function measures of the Delay Discounting Test and the Continuous Performance Test. 

There are seven points we would like to make about these findings. 

 First, on the Delay Discounting Test, the CON group discounted significantly less 

than all other profiles (i.e., SUDs, MDD/SUDs, APD/SUDs, APD/MDD/SUDs) 

indicating that the CON group was less impulsive and displayed more self-control on the 

Delay Discounting Test than all substance using groups. As noted in the introduction, 

previous work supports the executive dysfunction of substance-dependent individuals. 

This study adds to prior work to show that when combined with mental health disorders 

(i.e., MDD and APD) the rate of discounting is increased. High rates of delay discounting 

indicate dysfunction within the Cross Temporal Organization of Behavior domain. 

Additionally, individuals with multiple psychopathologies (i.e., MDD and APD) and 

SUDs discounted more than individuals with SUDs alone and more than individuals with 

MDD/SUDs. However, the APD/SUDs group did not discount more than SUDs alone 

(see Table 8 and Figure 7). The finding that the APD/SUDs group did not discount 

significantly more than the SUDs group is in line with previous findings reported by Dom 

et al. (2006) that cluster B personality disorders, including APD, in abstinent alcoholics 

does not increase discounting of future rewards. These results are also in line with the 

findings of Sargeant et al. (2012) but are in conflict with the report of Petry (2002) that 

individuals with both APD and SUDs discount more than SUDs alone. Interestingly, a 
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significant difference was found between SUDs and APD/MDD/SUDs, indicating that 

the combined comorbidities of both Axis 1 and Axis 2 disorders in conjunction with 

substance dependence is associated with greater discounting than only MDD or APD 

alone. 

 Second, on the Continuous Performance Test, the combined APD/MDD/SUDs 

group committed significantly more commission errors than all other groups including 

the CON group, SUDs group, APD/SUDs group, and MDD/SUDs group. These findings 

indicate that the combined APD/MDD/SUDs group was significantly more impulsive and 

inattentive, leading to false positive key strikes (i.e., commission errors) during the 

Continuous Performance Test (see Table and Figure 8). The results replicate previous 

findings that combined Axis 1 and Axis 2 disorders result in exacerbation of aspects of 

executive function deficits, including the Continuous Performance Test, compared to 

having only one mental health disorder (Swann et al., 2011). However, the current study 

did not replicate earlier findings that individuals with APD performed worse than the 

CON group (Swann et al., 2009). The reason for the seemingly discrepant findings likely 

results from differences in the populations sampled. The individuals in this study only 

included individuals with managed APD symptomology, whereas, the participants in 

Swann et al. (2009) included individuals on parole or probation meeting current 

diagnostic criteria for APD.  

Third, the omnibus tests revealed that no executive function measures other than 

the Delay Discounting Test and the Continuous Performance Test were statistically 

significant. At least two reasons may account for the lack of significant differences for 

the Letter Number Sequencing Test, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, Stroop Test, Tower 
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Test, and Iowa Gambling Test. On the one hand, the heterogeneous nature of diagnostic 

criteria may not accurately depict subsets of the population that have the specific 

components of executive function captured by these executive function measures. On the 

other hand, individuals that have challenges on the Letter Number Sequencing Test and 

Stroop Test may not have challenges on the primary measures of the parent study (i.e., 

the Delay Discounting Test, Tower Test, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, and Continuous 

Performance Test), which may have led them to be excluded from further participation. 

Exclusion from further participant may have resulted in deficits on these measures not 

being captured in the study population.  

Fourth, delay discounting outperformed the other executive function measures in 

the ability to differentiate between group membership in the classification tree (See 

Figure 9). Indeed, delay discounting alone correctly classified 56.81% of the sample, 

whereas, the other six measures collectively increased correct classification by only 

12.67%. Additionally, delay discounting was overall the measure of executive function 

that resulted in the most robust differences between groups as indicated by being 

identified as the first split of the classification tree. Delay discounting was the first split 

of the classification tree both when considering the full set of data and in all 10-fold 

cross-validation trees looking at data subsets.  

Fifth, because the Delay Discounting Test outperformed all other measures on 

classification between substance using and psychopathology profiles and detected the 

most robust differences between groups, I discuss here the implications of delay 

discounting in research and treatment settings. Several studies demonstrate that people 

with SUDs that have greater discounting have worse treatment outcomes (Dallery & 
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Raiff, 2007; Krishnan-Sarin et al., 2007; Passetti, Clark, Mehta, Joyce, & King, 2008; 

Sheffer et al., 2012; Washio et al., 2011; Yoon et al., 2007). If these observations are 

relevant to combined SUDs and psychopathology profiles, then we might expect them to 

also have worse treatment outcomes. Therefore, personalizing adjunctive interventions 

(Hutchison, 2010) in those individuals that have both SUDs and co-occurring 

psychopathology such as MDD or APD may be of value. Procedures have been 

previously identified that improve excessive discounting including working memory 

training (Bickel, Yi, Landes, Hill, & Baxter, 2011). Moreover, a recent meta-analysis of 

working memory and delay discounting has shown that these constructs have overlapping 

neural activations in the prefrontal cortices (Wesley & Bickel, 2014). By adding working 

memory training or other efficacious therapies for SUDs (for review see Bickel, 

Quisenberry, Moody, & Wilson, 2014), we may be able to ameliorate excessive deficits 

in combined substance use and psychopathology profiles so as to increase positive 

treatment outcomes.  

Sixth, strengths of this study include sampling individuals at a point of relatively 

low symptomology within the time course of their illnesses. In a methodologically 

similar study of bipolar disorder and alcohol dependence, individuals with co-occurring 

bipolar disorder and alcohol dependence performed worse on executive functioning 

measures than the monodiagnosed bipolar participants and the healthy controls (van 

Gorp, Altshuler, Theberge, Wilkins, & Dixon, 1998). Note that in van Gorp et al. (1998) 

study participants were excluded if they were not free from manic or depressive episodes 

and from alcohol use disorder. The current study, by assessing executive function during 

times of managed illness, instead of at clinically acute periods, illustrates that these 
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executive dysfunctions are not the result of psychiatric exacerbation. Consequently, the 

decision making of these individuals may be less than optimal despite being managed. 

Moreover, differences in executive functioning in the present study versus those in the 

extant literature may reflect executive dysfunction that is underlying the pathology versus 

dysfunction as a result of psychiatric exacerbation.  

 Seventh, an important limitation of the current study is that the data were 

collected as part of a larger study. Some participants did not complete the entire battery 

of executive function measures. Of the 336 participants initially included in the study, 

only 212 were included in listwise analyses due to missing data on one or more of the 

measures. On the topic of sample sizes, the combined psychopathologies and SUDs 

group (i.e., APD/MDD/SUDs) was limited to 11 participants in the Letter-Number 

Sequencing Test, Stroop Test, and Iowa Gambling Test, possibly resulting in reduced 

statistical power. For the Delay Discounting Test, Tower Test, Wisconsin Card Sorting 

Test, and Continuous Performance Test, the APD/MDD/SUDs group sample consisted of 

22 participants. As such, these results may require additional replication to be verified.  

In sum, executive function deficits show domain-specific differentiation between 

substance-using individuals with and without mental health disorders. Of the executive 

function measures assessed, the Delay Discounting Test showed the most robust 

differences between groups, indicating that it is the most sensitive to profile differences. 

Given that the Delay Discounting Test is best equipped to identify the specific types of 

executive dysfunctions seen in combined substance use and psychopathology profiles, it 

may be a useful tool in assessment and treatment planning. Furthermore, the reduced 

future valuation observed in SUDs with combined MDD and/or APD identifies the need 
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for personalized treatment to repair the executive dysfunctions underlying these disorders 

so as to improve treatment outcomes.  
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FIGURES 

Figure 1: General associations between executive function measures of the Cross-

Temporal Organization of Behavior components where the black arrows indicate primary 

executive function component of each measure and grey arrows indicate other 

components also involved.  
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Figure 2: General associations between executive function measures of the Emotional 

and Activation Self-Regulation component of executive function where the black arrows 

indicate primary executive function component of each measure and grey arrows indicate 

other components also involved.  
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Figure 3: Flow chart from Bickel et al. (2012) of theoretical pathways to executive 

dysfunction including frank damage and drug-related deficits. 
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Figure 4: Histograms of residuals of measures included in GLM analyses. 
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Figure 5: Histogram of observed data of perseveration errors during the Wisconsin Card 

Sorting Test. 
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Figure 6: Histogram of the residuals of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.  
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Figure 7: Bar graphs of the mean rate of discounting on the Delay Discounting Test by 

substance and psychopathology group. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard deviation. Black 

arrow indicates direction of more optimal performance. 
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Figure 8: Bar graphs of the mean number of commission errors by group on the 

Continuous Performance Test. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard deviation.  Black arrow 

indicates direction of more optimal performance. 
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Figure 9: Classification tree of executive function measures used to classify participants 

into substance and psychopathology groups. 
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Figure 10: 10-fold cross-validation classification trees.  
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TABLES 
Table 1: Demographics of covariates selected using BIC model. 

	  
Mean	   Minimum	   Maximum	  

Education	  (in	  years)	   12.45	   5	   20	  
Income	  (monthly)	   534.73	   0	   6500	  
Age	  (in	  years)	   41.86	   18	   70	  
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Table 2: Demographics of overall sample.  

	  
N	   Percent	  

Gender	   	  	   	  	  
Male	   252	   75.1	  

Female	   84	   24.9	  
Race	   	  	   	  	  

White	   207	   61.4	  
African	  American	   119	   35.3	  

Hispanic	   2	   0.6	  
Asian	   1	   0.3	  
Other	   7	   2.1	  

Ethnicity	   	  	   	  	  
Hispanic	   10	   3	  

Non-‐Hispanic	   326	   96.7	  
Employment	  Status	   	  	   	  	  

Full-‐time	   25	   7.4	  
Part-‐time	   43	   12.8	  

Unemployed	   260	   77.2	  
Other	   5	   1.5	  
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Table 3: Demographic information by group for selected covariates using the BIC model 

selection. 
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Table 4: Skew and kurtosis of executive function measures following transformations 

with standard error (SE) also reported. 
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Table 5: The top ten BIC models for each executive function measure. One indicates that 

the variable was included and zero indicates that the variable was excluded in each 

model. The lowest relative criterion score indicates goodness of fit of the model.  
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Table 6: The top model selected for each of the seven executive function measures using 

BIC. 
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Table 7: Overall GLM models including selected covariates (i.e., age, income, and years 

of education). § The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test was assessed using a zero-inflated 

Poisson regression due to non-normality of the residuals and was modeled without 

covariates as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test was not included in BIC model selection.  
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Table 8: Planned univariate simple comparisons for each executive function measure 

compared using GLM. 
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Table 9: Iterations of 10-fold validation of the classification tree where in sample 

classification is the correct classification rate of the data used to construct the tree, the 1st 

split is the executive function measure that is chosen on the first classification pass, 1st 

split classification rate reports the rate of correct classification of the sample data if only 

the first node is used for classification, and holdout classification rate refers to the 

percentage of correct predicted classification using the tree created with the sample data 

compared to the actual group membership.  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Demographic and screening form. 
 
Executive Functioning Therapy 
Pre-Screening History 
Date _________ 
 
Name: _________________________        Telephone: 
_____________________________  
  
Age: ________   (Must be age 18-65)           Sex:     M        F  
 
Highest grade completed: ________       E Mail Address: 
_________________________ 
 
Employed:   Full time   Part time   Unemployed   Current Occupation: 
_________________________ 
 
Current Monthly Income: $_______________ 
 
Marital Status:  Never Married     Married     Divorced     Separated     Widowed 
 
Race:  White     African-American     Hispanic     Asian     Native American     Other 
 
Ethnicity:   Hispanic     Non-Hispanic 
 
1. What is/are the substance(s) that you are seeking treatment for? 
 
Cocaine: _______   DSM-IV: ______   Methamphetamine: ________  DSM-IV: _______ 
 
Alcohol: _______   DSM –IV: _______ Other: ___________  DSM-IV: _______ 
 
2. Are you currently in treatment?  Y N  (If No, Excluded)  
 
(Individual has to have been in treatment for at least 3 weeks before being enrolled.) 
 

If YES, where? ________________________________________________ 
 
If YES, how long? ______________________________________________ 
 

Medical History 
1. Please list all medical problems you have had. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
2. What medication have you taken in the last six months, including over- 
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the-counter medications? (e.g. aspirin, antihistamines, birth control, vitamins, 
etc.) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  Have you ever had a head injury or loss of consciousness?   Y
 N 
 a. If YES   
  Did that injury require rehabilitation of any kind?  Y N 
  (Occupational, speech, physical)     
  If YES, the participant is excluded. 
       b. If NO, 
  Was the LOC > 10 min and within the last year?  Y N 
  If YES, the participant is excluded. 
  
4.  Have you ever had a seizure?       Y
 N 
 If YES,  
  Were you prescribed medication?     Y
 N 
  If YES, the participant is excluded. 
 
5.  Have you ever had a stroke?       Y
 N 
 If YES, the participant is excluded 
 
MRI Safety Screening Form (If individual is in treatment for stimulants) 
 
1.  Do you have a cardiac pacemaker, hearing aid, or   Y N 
     any other implant? 
 
2.  Do you have any metal in your body? (pins, screws, braces  Y N 
     on teeth, shrapnel from a bullet or knife wound) 
 
3. Do you have any non-removable jewelry or body piercing?  Y N 
 
4. Is there any possibility you could be pregnant?    Y N 
 
5. Are you at all claustrophobic?      Y N 
 
6. Do you need glasses and cannot wear contact lenses?   Y N 
 
7.  Have you ever worked in a machine shop or welding shop?  Y N 
 
8.  Do you have any tattoos from before 1980?    Y N 
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(If participant answers Y to any question, they are not eligible for MRI scanning.) 
Eligible for MRI Scanning:        Y N 

 
 
 
Is participant eligible for a screening appointment?      Y N 
 
If NO, why? ______________________________ 
 
Screening appointment scheduled ___ ___ ___ at ______ am pm 
                                                         M    D     Y         Time 
Notes: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Screening interview completed by:    
 
__________________________________________ 
Sign and Date 
 
This form reviewed by person obtaining informed consent. 
 
_________________________________________ 
Sign and Date 
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Appendix 2: Excerpts from MINI Questionnaire including Major Depressive Disorder, 

Alcohol Abuse and Dependence, Non-Alcohol Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder, 

and Antisocial Personality Disorder. 
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